Red blood cell rouleaux formation in dextran solution: dependence on polymer conformation.
The velocity of rouleaux formation (RF), as previously shown, increases with increasing dextran concentration up to a critical concentration (Ca), beyond which the addition of dextran reduces the RF velocity (RFV). de Gennes' model for polymer solutions suggests that dextrans exist in two conformations: a coil structure at low concentrations, which changes to a network beyond a critical concentration (C*). In the present study we examined the relation between Ca and C* for dextrans of different molecular weight, and found that they coincide. This suggests that the change in dextran behavior, from increasing to decreasing RFV, occurs when their conformation changes from coil to network. In addition, it has been reported that in dilute dextran solutions the intercellular distance (D) between RBC in rouleaux increases with the molecular weight of the dextran. We found that D correlates with Rf, the end-to-end distance of the polymer molecule, and for all dextrans D < or = 1.5 Rf. In accord with de Gennes' Model for polymers between surfaces, this corresponds to intercellular interaction with two overlapping surface-associated polymer layers, which may extend "tails" to interact with the opposing cells.